The current study wants to ascertain the relation among the Corporate Governance and Payout policy in Pakistan's textile sector. To obtain the targeted objective, 25 textile firms listed on Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE) were taken as a sample. Corporate index (CGI) index was prepared for accounting measure from the period 2009 to 2013. CGI was taken as independent variable while dividend policy as dependent variable. To judge the co-efficient of interested variables multiple regression model was use .A set of control variable i.e. Market-to-book-ratio, Gross profit margin and return on equity were taken. The empirical results showed that CGI had significant positive relationship with DPS. Furthermore, it was found insignificant positive relation between largest shareholder, operating margin and DPS. The dividend policy was influenced by corporate governance as concluded.
With the lack of board freedom companies face many problems. Largest shareholders have the power to get the private benefits , Due to the power. The firms with the good qualities like Ownership structure, Developmental opportunities, profitability, firm size & capital expenditures, use to improve the corporate governance of the organization and also work for the protection of the minority shareholders will attract and motivate the foreign economists and investors towards their business. Payout policies create two main effects one is to minimizing the agency problem by decreasing the appropriation of managers and it is a constructive effect while increasing the outside financing cost is a destructive effect .An organization should declare its favorable payout policy by keeping two effect in mind .
A company with good corporate governance does not want to pay more dividends with high cost of external financing to minimize its agency problems. The relationship depends on the comparative size of problems (agency) and cost of outside financing problems so it can be different. The firm decides their dividends payout ratio after paying all expenditures and tax. External financing does not relate with the decision of the firm for payment of dividends. Whereas in other countries the external financing is related with the decision of the firms.
In Pakistan loan means taking loan from commercial banks or financial institutions. The sanction of loans is not directly contributed in the business requirements. The theory of dividend policy is one of the most important theory in finance because it is directly related to the shareholders .Dividend policy is about the decision of the distributing the net income of the company between dividends to shareholders and retained earnings. When the shareholders get excess of rights to influence firms dividend policy they could use the power owned by them .Corporate governance is a subject that have attracted the researchers and organizations around the world .The mixing of agency theory and the associated agency problem caused the conflicts of interest between management and shareholders, It led to the need of set of rules and regulations or standards that work to protect the interest of shareholders.. There is always a positive relationship among the corporate governance and the dividends payout.
Firms with the good qualities like Ownership structure, Growth chances profitability, firm size & capital expenditures use to improve the corporate governance of the organization and also work for the protection of the minority shareholders will attract and motivate the foreign economists and investors towards their business. The practice of corporate governance is going good in business then it will surely help to increase the value of firm and acquire the trust of people. Dividend payout behavior is simply the outcome of corporate governance .Governance function in different countries in a different way .There is one problem among the large dominant shareholders and shareholders who have less portion of shares .Dividend smoothing is focused by the state controlled firms , whereas family controlled firms do not focus on smoothing the dividends. Imbalance of information creates problems in managing the company affairs.
Dividends simply bottle up the agency problems of the firms .For the future programs and projects the management might be forced by the increased level of dividends to depend on outside financing .The cost of outside financing of an organization can be increased if the primary market is not well developed and information system is also not balanced properly .So the firms should decide their payout working policy according to the agency cost and outside financing. The firms with good corporate governance reduce the managers' appropriation by paying more dividends. An organization should declare its favorable payout policy by keeping two effect in mind .A company with a good corporate governance does not want to pay more dividends with high cost of external financing to minimize its agency problems. The relationship between the corporate governance and payout policy will be different because it depends on the relative size of agency problems and cost of outside investment problems.
The minority shareholders will be at risk in those firms which are dominated by strategic stake holders. If the minority shareholders feel protected then it will have a positive and great impact on the dividend payouts .According to the reputation view the dividend payments is equally important to the interest payment at the perfect time. The rate of return and risk is the two different points of these two types of finance. The firm decides their dividends payout ratio after paying all expenditures and tax.
External financing does not relate with the decision of the firm for payment of dividends. Whereas in other countries the external financing is related with the decision of the firms .The organizations even have the higher agency problems decrease their payout amount with higher external cost of financing .The external financing effects the payout decisions of an organization and the company will reduce their cost of capital by minimizing the payouts.
To attract other investors the family oriented firms should apply the corporate governance standards due to which the new shareholders feel protected about their rights . This new method will be good for the conversion countries. Concentrated ownership is not only followed in changing countries but it is also followed in developed countries .The minority shareholders will be at risk in those firms which are dominated by strategic stakeholders .If the minority shareholders feel protected then it will have a positive and great impact on the dividend payouts . The dividend payouts consider too much important in some countries ..However, Dividend Payout Ratio is very high in different countries but in Pakistan it is very low if it would be compared by others .It is difficult to do so because the dividend payout is related to extra funds after the all expenditures and financing in the projects.
Problem Statement:
Corporate governance is focused here to check the impact of CG on dividend policy. That how the corporate governance will affect the dividend payout policy in textile firms .when a company made policies about dividend the question arise how leverage and CGI do affect on making the decision of dividend policy? How could largest shareholders have the impact on the distribution of divided among the shareholders, and how can we calculate dividends by leverage, profitability and firm size? The firm decides their dividends payout ratio after paying all expenditures and tax. External financing does not relate with the decision of the firm for payment of dividends. Whereas in other countries the external financing is related with the decision of the firms. Domestic investors always prefer to work as a director rather than work as an ordinary shareholder .They always give first preference to open new company rather than investing their funds in any their company .The salaries of the directors are greater than the other employees of same qualification and experience. Insiders of company get many benefits from which two re more important , one is that they get executive compensation and second one is that they maintain their control on the firm.
Objective:
The goal of this study is to ascertain the connection among CG variables and dividend payout of textile mills in Pakistan. The objective of the research were to build a relationship in CG & Payout policy among listed firms in Pakistan. The research was also guided by the following specific research objectives;
1. To develop the association among CG and dividend policy. 2. To develop the link among firms profitability and dividend payout policy. 3. To develop the connection among dividend policy & firms leverage.
Literature Review:
A decision about the dividend payout is one of the most important financial decision for every business organization .Corporate governance can affect the decision .There is a controversy about the relationship of CG and dividend payout. L.s.hwang.et al (2013) said that corporate governance practice in a positive way, but in dependent firms the stakeholders could not get their rights because their rights become weaker .corporate governance enhanced the payout policy ratio. They said that corporate governance has a positive impact on independent firms. in that firms the rights of stakeholders become stronger and they got their rights easily .The OLS regression model was used which shows that corporate governance had a statistical positive effect on payout ratio .Payout ratio is used as a dependent variable there, but rather than these other relations which are used there like profitability leverage firm size market book ratio foreign shareholders largest shareholders etc. .and all of these are used as a principle variables. H. Zhang (2008) examined that what was the effect of CG on dividend policy? He described that in Chinese listed companies pay low dividend to stake holders which is not paid in our country .They examined in it the coefficient relation was measure between board structure and dividend rate .Dividend policy was treated as a dependent variable, and board structure treated as an independent variable. The relationship between board structure and dividend rate was negative.
J.F Abreu , M. A. Gulam Hussen (2013) in this they discussed that they pay dividend payout and it is compared with before financial crisis, during, and after the crisis. Dividend variable works as a dependent variable .They examined that what was the impact or efficiency of financial crisis before and after the crisis .size and profitability had a positive impact on dividend payout and growth has a vice versa effect .the result was always same during the three stages of financial crisis ( before , during , and after ) .F.lefort and E. Walker March (2005) examined the relationship between corporate governance and market valuation. Regression model was used to measure firm performance and payout policy on corporate governance indicators value indicators are Tobin's q, Return on assets and dividend payout ratio .The connection among firm performance and CG is constructive. M.A.Halim and A.Bino investigated the link among dividend policy and corporate governance which is calculated by ownership structure .A significant destructive connection among dividend payout ratio and the percentage of capital owned by block holders is seen .K. Gugler and B.Burcin Yurtoglu (2002) analyzed the dividend change announcements in Germany during a specific time period in this study .They find that the dividends signal the harshness of the issue among the large, controlling small owners and outside shareholders. Change dividend announcement give new information about the issue. They use information on the ownership and control structure of the firm to check the rent extraction hypothesis and separate it from the cash flow .They find out that there was a significant large negative impact of wealth in order of two percentage points for firms. Fernando lefort and Eduardo walker (2005) examines that whether the corporate governance policies at the firm in a single country affect the market value of these firms.
Bill B.Francis et al (2011) work on this that mangers strongly prefer on cash retention or repurchasing the stock instead preferring the payment of dividends. Agency problem between corporate insiders and outsiders shareholders have an impact on dividend payout policy. Managers prefer not to pay dividends or to cut down the dividends .Firms who pay high dividend have the strong business level. Allen Michael (1979) examines that the important untouched issue in corporate finance is the relationship among firm valuation and dividend payout policy
Theoretical Framework

Methodology:
To fulfill the targeted objectives of the study, data ranging from the period 2009-2013 were used. A sample of 17 firms from textile sector listed at Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE) was taken. The main reference of data were the financial statements , annual reports and basic balance sheet analyses published by the firms. Study is based on independent variable dependent variables and control variables. Independent Variable (CGI, Largest Shareholder) . Dependent Variables ( DPS) .Control Variables (Operating Margin ,Gross Profit Margin, Return On Assets ,Tobin's Q .Stock Value ,Size ,Leverage & Return On Equity). Regression model is used which expresses the relationship between following variables .DPS as a dependent variable ,β 0 is a constant and β 1, β 2, β 3, β 4, β 5 and β 6 are a coefficient relationship between them .CGI, largest shareholders is an independent variable, GPM, OM, ROA,ROE, SIZE, LEVERAGE are control variable .Ɛ is an error term . The essential model is used here such as:
DPS it = β 0 + β 1 CGI it + β 2 Largest Shareholder it + β 3 Leverage i,t + β 4 ROA it + β 5 ROE it + β 6 OM it + β 7 GPM it + β 7 Tobin'Q it + β 8 Size it + ε (1) Hypothesis:
After the study of research objectives, literature review and problem statement, then generated the hypothesis format to calculate the end result H1: Corporate governance has significant positive impact on payout policy
Empirical Result:
By the study of background analysis and historical study about the CG and payout policy .Corporate governance has a direct important positive impact on dividend payout. The relationship of CG and dividend policy is varying to independent and dependent firms. That's why the firms should try to improve their corporate governance index to support dividend payout to get a better result and built a strong relationship among both . According to regression analysis of the mathematical data the adjusted R 2 is .807.which is under the summary of the model which express the fitting of the model is 30.359.co-efficient table describe the effects of variables on each other. in this table dependent variable is DPS. CGI, Market-to-book-ratio, Gross profit margin and ROE has a significant positive relationship with DPS. ROA and Total Assets have a significant negative impact on DPS. There is an insignificant positive relation between largest shareholder, operating margin and DPS. The variables re calculated by the formulas here i.e. DPS is Dividend over the number of shares Return On Equity (Net income over the shareholder investment), Return On Asset ( Net income over the shareholder investment),Operating Management (Operating Profit over Net sale) ,Gross Profit Margin (Gross profit over the net sales) Market-to-book ratio ,Leverage (Total debt over the total asset) ,CGI is calculated by (Sum of shareholder right , board responsibility , board structure, transparency and disclosure .
( This study also assure that our steps of corporate governance practises have a significant positive connection with the firm value .An important constructive connection among the aggregate governance index and firm value provides external validness of our empirical proxy for measuring the effectiveness of corporate governance practises in enhancing the dividend payout .
(Table 3) Regression Result
The outcomes are generally conformable when different placeholders used for dividend payouts, such as dividend yield, shareholders return and dividend payouts deflated either by total assets regression result was shown by the table 4 to address the effects of the corporate governance body on the dividend payout policy using CGI. This table shows the correlation of variables CGI, shareholder rights, board, and payouts are the index variables for 2009 to 2013.
Conclusion:
To fulfil the targeted objectives of the study, the analysis were divided into several steps. current study mainly emphasis on two issues of corporate governance. 1) how the legal environment affects corporate governance instrument and the relationship among corporate governance and firm value, 2) the determinants of corporate governance practices. To calculate the impact of corporate governance on dividend policy we used regression model here .This study tells relationship among dividend policies and corporate governance policies by focusing on textile sector of Pakistan. This relationship vary from dependent to independent firms. The relationship is not the same in both independent and dependent industries .
Regression result shows that constructive correlation among good governance and payout ratio in dependent firms as compare to independent firms is much weaker . Improving corporate governance is increasing the pay-out policy is at work over time but it is good only for independent firms. strong corporate governance practices improve firm value. amount of free cash flow can be bring down by the payouts . That cash use at the decision of corporate insiders, so they help improve the mistreatment of smaller shareholders. The result of evidence that insiders at listed with poor protection of minority shareholders rights lack incentives to return corporate earning to shareholders , On the other hand this study is connected to current work on the deprivation of possessions hypothesis conducted during the period of crisis when controlling shareholders have the greatest power and bonus to hive off the company's funds for their own usage.
Recommendations:
 The relationship of corporate governance and dividend policy is vary to independent and dependent firms. Firms should have to focus on improving the corporate governance then they will increase the Payout policy.  Good correlation between corporate governance and payout is important .So for getting better working and good results the dependent firms should focus on good corporate governance and should try to make better and strong relationship among the corporate governance and dividend Payout policy. By doing so, they will get more benefit for their firms and for themselves too.  Companies should also try to build a relationship between the leverage and dividend policy. 
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